The FAST software package and all documentation can be downloaded from www.flagellarCapture.com. Summary 1 Flagella are critical across all eukaryotic life, and the human sperm 2 flagellum is crucial to natural fertility. Existing automated sperm di-3 agnostics (CASA) rely on tracking the sperm head and extrapolating 4 measures. We describe fully-automated tracking and analysis of flag-5 ellar movement for large cell numbers. The analysis is demonstrated 6 on freely-motile cells in low and high viscosity fluids, and validated on 7 published data of tethered cells undergoing pharmacological hyperac-8 tivation. Direct analysis of the flagellar beat reveals that the CASA 9 measure 'beat cross frequency', does not measure beat frequency. A 10 new measurement, track centroid speed, is validated as an accurate 11 differentiator of progressive motility. Coupled with fluid mechanics 12 codes, waveform data enables extraction of experimentally intractable 13 quantities such as energy dissipation, disturbance of the surrounding 14 medium and viscous stresses. We provide a powerful and accessible 15 research tool, enabling connection of the cell's mechanical activity to 16 its motility and effect on its environment. 17 Introduction 18
For full details see Ooi et al. (2014) ; briefly, cells adhered to a sur-139 face coated with 0.1% poly-D-lysine in a bespoke chamber filled with 140 supplemented saline solution were imaged at 20× magnification with 141 negative phase contrast, before and after perfusion of 4AP to induce 142 hyperactivation. Images were captured at 332 Hz using a Hamamatsu 143 Photonics C9300CCD. 144 For each of experimental sets (1) and (2) the resulting imaging data was 145 run through the FAST software package for tracking and analysis. In addition 146 to the usual CASA kinematics obtained by tracking the position of the mov-147 ing sperm head, FAST provides measurement of the flagellar arc-wavespeed, 148 arc-wavelength (λ) and beat frequency (f ). 149 Computing resources and optics 150 FAST has been designed to work on Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS X, 151 and Linux-based operating systems, with minimal hardware requirements. 152 All analysis for the present manuscript were performed on a machine with 153 a quad-core Intel i7 processor and 16GB of RAM although this is not the 154 minimum required. FAST is designed to detect sperm contained in either 155 AVI video files or TIF image stacks, with any imaging modality where the 156 entirety of the sperm cell is bright on a dark background. h i = (x i , y i ) at times t i , at n + 1 points, i = 1, . . . , n + 1.
194
VCL time averaged curvilinear velocity in µm/s:
VSL straight-line velocity in µm/s:
VAP average path velocity in µm/s. In FAST we construct a robust 195 average path by calculating a wavelet decomposition at level 7 of the path h 196 using a discrete Meyer wavelet. We then discard the detail levels 1 -4, and 197 rebuild the path using wavelet reconstruction, giving the points A i .
198
ALH max maximum amplitude of lateral head displacement in µm. Maximum displacement of the head track about the average path:
ALH avg average amplitude of lateral head displacement in µm: 
207
MAD mean absolute angular displacement in degrees:
TCS we have also proposed the introduction of a new CASA measure for differentiating progressive cells, the track centroid speed, calculated as The results of the analysis of experimental sets (1) and (2) Figure 6 : Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for characterising sperm as progressive compared to the gold standard manual classification by a trained analyst. In panel (a) the ROC curve using TCS is plotted, with the more standard use of VSL and VAP shown for comparison in panels (b) and (c). The green lines highlight the sensitivity and specificity when using the 5 µm/s WHO categorisation (WHO, 1999) . result in misclassification of cells which are twitching or being buffeted in 318 tight circles as being progressive. To this end we propose a new measure, the 319 track centroid speed (TCS, defined in the methods section), for this purpose.
Statistical analyses

320
In figure 6 we plot the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for 321 characterising progressive sperm using TCS, as well as the standard CASA 322 measures of VSL and VAP, against the gold standard of manual classification 323 by a trained analyst. For each curve we see a significant area under the 324 curve of between 0.964 and 0.971, with similar sensitivities of 98.1% to 99.7%
325
(with TCS taking the lower of each of these measures). Where TCS truly 326 outperforms the use of VSL and VAP is in the specificity of 85.6% compared 327 to 78% and 60.6% for VSL and VAP respectively.
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